
Four-Door Office Gym Shed Storage Locker

RRP: $899.95

4-Door Gym Lockers4-Door Gym Lockers

For the gym, at school, or at the office, and whenever you need extra

space for multiple users, the 4-Door Gym Locker is your affordable

storage solution.

Four spacious lockers are arranged in a compact 2 x 2 grid. They're

perfect to store a change of clothes, keep valuables, and store other a

variety of personal belongings short-term or long-term.

The locker is constructed with solid cold-rolled steel plate for excellent

sturdiness and durability, not to mention an attractive look. The steel is

also powder-coated to resist corrosion. The locker measures 180 x 76 x

45 cm, and the maximum recommended weight capacity is approximately

30kg per locker. Privacy and security are assured with a simple lock and

key design. There are spaces designated for labels to help identify

lockers, and air vents are built-in to assure sufficient ventilation. Each lock

comes with 2 keys.

For even more storage, consider buying two or more units, which can be

placed together for a fully customisable configuration with full assembly

instructions included.

Don't delay - purchase your 4-Door Gym Locker today and take

advantage of our everyday low price and fast order processing!

Features of the 4-Door Gym Locker:Features of the 4-Door Gym Locker:

4 lockers in a 2 x 2 grid
Colour: BlackBlack
Lock: 4-digit Combination Lock 4-digit Combination Lock
Locker Assembled Dimensions: 180 x 76 x 45cm
Inner Dimensions (each compartment) : 378 x 420 x 850mm (W x D
x H)
Built-in air vents for locker ventilation
Privacy and security
Weight capacity: 30kg per locker
Durable cold-rolled steel plate construction
Powder-coated to resist corrosion
Assembly required

 

Features of 4-Digit Combination Lock:Features of 4-Digit Combination Lock:

When airtight security is a must, this four-digit combination lock by

Salvatore Angelotti is the perfect choice. With 10,000 different

combinations, trying to crack the code will be a near-impossible task!

Each order comes with a master key, so you can gain access even if a

user forgets the combination. Crafted from heavy-duty premium metal,
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this lock is sturdy and durable, making it super tough to physically crack.

Moisture- and corrosion-resistant, it's an excellent lock for lockers in

locker rooms with water features.

It's the ideal option for lockers in gyms, schools, hotels, offices, and other

workplaces. Use it on lockers in your garage to secure valuable tools or

even in a wardrobe to keep coin collections, jewellery, or other valuables

safe inside your home. Simply store the key in a secure location, and

you'll have rapid access to items inside the locker if the user leaves or

can't remember the combination. Keep your customers' belongings

secure.

Note:Note: Each order (not lock) comes with one master key only, regardless of

how many different locker units, quantities or combinations purchased. A

master key is sensitive in nature. An additional master key can be

purchased on special order only. Locker assembly required; instructions

and hardware included.

Attributes:Attributes:

Colour: Black
Material: 4-Digit Combination Lock
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